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Introduction
In July 2005, Virginia State Parks contracted with Trail Dynamics LLC to provide 3-day trail
training for state park employees. One of the major goals of the training was hands-on machine
training learning how to use recently purchased DitchWitch SK-500 machines. Trail Dynamics
staff Woody Keen and Ben Blitch performed the training spending 1 day indoors in a classroom
setting and 2 days in the field working with over 20 park staff from many parks across the state.
In addition to covering the basics of good trail design/construction/maintenance, one of the key
learning experiences of the workshop was the need for better planning to help guide park staff.
Specifically, no state park in Virginia has a
Trail Master Plan and this makes trail
management difficult in that the goals and
objectives have not been clearly identified.
Management staff at Hungry Mother State
Park took this workshop and learning
experience back to their park and
developed a desire for professional
assistance in developing a Trail Plan. The
goals and objectives of such a plan would
be to help them manage the current trail
system by clearly identifying challenges

Trail Dynamics staff working with Virginia State Park staff during
a trail building workshop.

and opportunities. A trail plan should examine current problems with suggestions for solutions
and guidelines for new trail development.
HMSP contracted with Trail Dynamics LLC to develop a Trail Master Plan for the park. TD
President Woody Keen completed site surveys during 3 separate visits to the park (10/15/05,
1/24-26/06, 3/28/06) and inspected each current trail. Additional time was spent meeting with
park staff discussing many trail issues ranging from current conditions (current inventory, trail
problems) to desired outcomes (solutions for problems, possibilities for new trail on newly
acquired lands) and general trail management strategies.
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Purpose and Need
Hungry Mother State Park was one of 6 original CCC built Virginia State Parks and opened in
June 1936. The trail system inventory is a combination of CCC built trail with some newer
additions and it currently stands at approximately 12 miles made up of 9 named trails.
Hungry Mother State Park has never had a formal trail plan, which has resulted in trail
management without clearly defined goals and objectives. The purpose of this Trail Plan is to
help park staff better understand the trail system and its users, which in turn will help with
ongoing management and maintenance of
the trails and guide further development.
This Trail Plan will explore the dynamics of
the trail system both in terms of natural
processes occurring but also the
interaction of trail users (and their effects)
with various trail facilities.
Visitation to Hungry Mother State Park has
grown to over 200,000 visits in recent
years and better trail management will be
The history of Hungry Mother State Park is captured on this
roadside sign.

required to help protect the natural
resources and continue to provide visitor

satisfaction and positive trail experiences. With the addition of new tracts enlarging the total
acreage of the park and a new large camping facility at Camp Burson, attendance can be
expected to continue to increase. Trail improvements and additions will be important to meet the
management objectives and accommodate increased demand.
System wide surveys indicate that trails are very important to Virginia State Park visitors and
therefore increased resources (financial and human resources) will be needed to continue to
improve trail conditions. Improvement of Nature/Hiking Trails was identified as one of the top 3
priorities for improvement and mountain biking as a park activity has increased dramatically in
recent years.
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Surveys also indicate a high amount of trail use from state park visitors as compared with all
other park visitation primary activities. A 2003 survey found nearly 56% of all respondents
indicated trail use as the primary activity with hiking leading trail use with 44.2% and bicycling
representing11.6%. Increased and/or improved trail opportunities at Hungry Mother State Park
would likely result in increased total visitation and customer satisfaction.

A mountain biker enjoying the lake loop trail at Hungry Mother
State Park.
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Current Conditions &

Tail Inventory

The current inventory of trails in Hungry Mother State Park includes 9 named trails for a total of
approximately 12 miles.
Trails can be broken down into 2 categories in terms of configurations and usage: trails that form
loops or can be combined with other trails to form loops, and trails that are primarily used as
destination trails with users going into a destination via one trail and back to the trailhead via the
same trail.
Generally speaking, visitors that use the loop trails opportunities are motivated by the trail
experience (the journey) whereas visitors using a destination trail are more motivated by the
strong control point at the end of the trail.
Understanding each of these very different
motivations is essential to managing trail
user groups and providing the appropriate
type of trail facility.
Trails leading to the summit of Molly’s Knob
would serve as the best example of a
destination trail experience with 4 trails
(Molly’s Knob Trail, CCC Trail, Middle Ridge
Trail, and Ridge Trail) all funneling together
with one link and leading to a summit leg.
Technically, a park visitor could use two or

A park visitor enjoying a brisk walk on Fisherman’s Run Trail on
a winter day.

more of these trails to form a loop, however it is predicted that 80- 90% of the visitors reaching
the Molly’s Knob destination use only one trail as an out and back to do so.
Molly’s Knob Trail with its trailhead near the cabin area represents the highest used trail reaching
the summit. This trail likely can account for 60-80% of the summit attempts due to the proximity of
the trailhead in relation to lodging and developed areas of the sate park. The CCC Trail with its
trailhead near the Hungry Mother boat-dock comes in as the number two trail leading to Molly’s
Knob.
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The Middle Ridge Trail receives a light to moderate amount of use as it can be combined with
CCC Trail to form a loop on the return leg after reaching the destination of Molly’s Knob summit.
The Ridge Trail has the lowest predicted amount of traffic of any trail in HMSP.
Examples of loop trail experiences include Raiders Run Trail and Old Shawnee Trail, which
together form a small-stacked loop, and the highest use trails in the park form a large loop using
Fisherman’s Run Trail, Powder House Trail and the Lake Trail.

The inventory of current trails could also be broken down into 2 different categories in terms of
formality of development: front-country trails vs. backcountry trails. Front-country trails tend to be
wider in both clearing limits (corridor) and tread width and structures found on these trails are
more significant. These trails may be natural surface but in many cases there are also stretches
of compacted crushed stone. Examples of highly developed front-country trails include the trails
forming the lake loop: Fisherman’s Run Trail, Powder House Trail and Lake Trail. Bridge
structures found on this loop are significantly more formal than those found on backcountry trails.
Examples of backcountry trails include: CCC Trail, Molly’s Knob Trail, Middle Ridge Trail and
Ridge Trail.
The Old Shawnee Trail and Raider’s Run Trail fall somewhere in the middle in the development
spectrum but tend to have a bit more of a backcountry feel and look to them.
More specifics of each trail will be examined in the Desired Outcomes section of this trail plan.
From a sustainability viewpoint, the trail system runs the gambit ranging from trails that are in
very good shape and meeting current sustainability guidelines to trails that on the fall line for most
of their alignment and therefore degrading fast and posing undesired resource impacts. Nonsustainable trails also pose a risk management issue as they are constantly changing.
Currently, there exists no opportunity to access surrounding National Forest lands from a
trailhead within HMSP.
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Desired Outcomes
Trail Master Plans should help guide trail managers in the decision making process to improve
trail conditions and also provide recommendations for future trail development.
There are 3 focus areas that should be considered when improving current trails and
designing/building new ones: sustainability, safety, and user experience.
Sustainability - Trails should be developed using Best Management Practices to minimize the
long-term impact on the surrounding landscapes and natural resources. Current trails that are not
sustainable should receive re-construction to bring them up to modern guidelines and reduce
resource impact or be re-aligned if needed to provide for a more sustainable corridor.
Safety - The word risk has several meanings as it relates to trail management. The first meaning
is in the relationship of the trail user to the risks involved (both perceived and real risk) of traveling
in an uncontrolled environment. The second and perhaps more important meaning in trails
management is the risk (incurred by land managers and private land owners) of providing access
to recreational trails for a variety of uses.
Another important premise is that we cannot eliminate all risk (both definitions of the word) as it
relates to trails; we can however identify them, reduce them (if desired) and create a
management plan for dealing with them. A good risk management plan should be proactive
instead of reactive.
User Experience - Trails should be interesting and fun to travel on and efforts should always be
made to enhance the user experience. Trails should flow through their landscapes and mimic
shapes found in nature. Design elements for new trails and enhancing current trails should focus
on landscaping principles such as the use of anchors, gateways, and trail edge effect to enhance
human interaction with the trail facility.
Trail specifications can vary from trail to trail based on its location and therefore status as a frontcountry or backcountry trail. Consideration of the primary user motivations should also be taken
into account on every trail improvement/amendment.
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Other sideline goals of implementing a new trail plan include:
•

Increased trail inventory to invite return visitation and disperse
user loads.

•

Improved trail connectivity from key state park areas (new
campground, Conference Center) to encourage direct trail
access without driving vehicles to trailheads. This will help
reduce park road traffic and improve safety by pulling trail users
off of road sections currently needed to provide loop options.

•

Increased mountain bike opportunities. Mountain bikes are a
welcome trail user in the state park system but mileage at HMSP
is currently not enough to be a strong draw for this user group.

With minor improvements, mountain bikes could easily be
added as a user group to this trail and others. The addition of
mountain bike opportunities would certainly create an overall
increase in visitation to Hungry Mother State Park as well as
helping to improve campground and cabin occupancy.
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Specific

Recommendations

Molly’s Knob Trail - This trail leaves from the cabin and group lodge area and travels to the top of
the highest point in the state park. It is clearly a destination motivation trail and for many park
visitors reaching Molly’s summit is an accomplishment comparable to a mountaineer reaching a
high summit. Many of the typical trail users on this trail are staying in the campground or cabins
and the push up Molly’s is one of the goals of a weekend stay. Most use of this trail comes in the
form of out and back with little connection to other state park trails.
The history of Molly’s Knob Trail dates back to the CCC days and the first 1/3 of the trail is a
wonderful example of hand-benched trail following the contour. Although this section is well
designed and built, there are a number of switchbacks, which are being cut by users and
therefore posing significant impacts on the landscape and natural resources. Switchback cutting
is typical of destination trails as users are motivated by “getting there”. The return trip often
results in off trail travel shortcutting switchbacks as the user has achieved the goal of the trail
destination (the summit) and on the return
trip the new destination becomes the
campground or cabin via the shortest route
possible.
For this lower section of trail with stacked
switchbacks, fencing will be required to
corral users and keep them on the trail.
Locust rail fencing would serve nicely as a
deterrent for cutting switchbacks and would
also have a nice native feel to it. Restoration
This switchback on the Molly’s Knob Trail is being cut and

work will need to happen on the scarred

obvious resource damage is present.

areas and this consists of: check damns to

break up surface run-off, scarifying the hard compacted soil to encourage re-vegetation, and
heavy treatment of organics (leaves and other forest duff) over all exposed mineral soils.
After a series of switchbacks, the trail turns up and follows a steep ridgeline leading to a saddle
and a more prominent ridge. It is recommended that a large viewing platform be designed and
built at the location where the trail turns up the steep ridge and a name such as “Inspiration Point”
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be attached to this viewing platform. Opening up a great view-shed will be easy at this location
through the combination of an elevated platform and felling a few select trees.
“Inspiration Point” will serve as a wonderful accomplishment for a casual trail user with lower
fitness levels by giving a sense of accomplishment of reaching a great destination. Currently,
there exists no form of reward for setting out on a hike up Molly’s Knob and not making the final
destination. This platform would also serve as a great outdoor classroom with lots of educational
and interpretive opportunities (i.e. studying the forest ecosystem from an almost bird’s eye view,
star gazing during night hikes and more).
Traveling on from “inspiration Point” the trail turns and ascends quickly up a steep ridgeline. It is
suggested that a set of formal stairs be built in this location to serve as a trail filter separating the
lower section from upper Molly’s Knob Trail. Trail filters are a good risk management tool that
gives visual clues (no signage needed) to the trail difficulties that will be encountered in moving
forward. Filters help visitors make good judgment decisions on whether to “press on” or “turn
around”.
Above the proposed set of steps, the trail is currently below grade and eroding badly due to a lack
of positive drainage. This section is salvageable with heavy machine re-construction consisting of
the addition of frequent rolling dips and crisscrossing the trail from side to side on the ridge using
side-slope just off ridge crest to effective shed water. A short re-location at the very top of this
ridge has been flagged for consideration to
gain the more prominent ridge (and junction
with the Ridge Trail).
The proposed re-location flag-line continues
by wrapping up and over the ridge staying
on the southern flank of the ridge until it regains the current trail as it becomes more
contour in nature (and therefore
sustainable). After the Molly’s Knob Trail
joins the CCC Trail, there is another steep
and unsustainable section of trail that needs
re-location. A flag-line for new alignment has
not been flagged but has been discussed

This culvert shows signs of wear through loss of soil covering
the culvert. This is most likely caused by overflow during heavy
rain events and the culvert being undersized.

with park staff.
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CCC Trail - This trail leaves from the boat dock parking area and ascends the southern flanks of
Molly’s Knob. The first leg of this trail meanders alongside a creek with several crossings via
bridge structures or old road culverts. Overall gradient is generally sustainable however there is a
need for machine work and the addition of rolling dips to break up the trail into micro trail tread
watersheds. All bridges and culverts on this segment need inspection and several need
replacement. Culverts showed some signs of clogging or had significant soil loss from on top of
culvert, which indicates periods of overflow
due to clogging or undersized capacity.
Culverts could be replaced with Shallow
Stream Ford structure complete with
stepping-stones. This would increase water
flow carrying capacity of the crossing
structure and help restore the stream ecosystem (culverts divide the stream into
different eco-systems).
Bridges showed signs of wear and a build

Replacing culverts with Shallow Stream Fords such as this one

up of organic material, which was holding

would increase the carrying capacity of stream crossings.

water and accelerating the rotting process.

Hardened fords tend to be very low maintenance and therefore
cost effective solutions to crossing water.

After leaving the creek corridor, the trail
ascends a ridgeline and this has resulted in significant erosion and the current trail is well below
grade and therefore difficult to drain. A suggested re-location would leave the current alignment
left and surf contours to the west before
turning back east at a switchback to re-gain
the current trail. This proposed re-location
has not been flagged on the ground but a
map of the proposed alignment is included
in this document. The upper reaches of the
CCC trail are reasonable in terms of trail
gradients and with the addition of machine
built rolling dips this segment could be
considered sustainable.
The combination of above suggested work

This bridge has an excessive build up of organic material on top,
which is accelerating the decay process. Recommendations

(re-location of one short segment,

include cleaning and inspecting this bridge (and others) for

replacement of culverts and bridges, and

structural integrity.
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addition of machine built rolling dips) would provide for a sustainable trail connecting the boat
dock parking area with the summit of Molly’s Knob coming from the southern flanks.
There has been some discussion of re-naming trails in an attempt to ease user confusion. One
suggestion is a re-name of the CCC Trail and changing it to Molly’s Knob Trail noting that one
can hike up and over the ridgeline from the cabin area to the boat dock on the same trail. One
additional recommendation would be to re-name Molly’s Knob Trail North Molly’s Knob Trail and
change the name of the CCC Trail to South Molly’s Knob Trail with the short spur leading to the
summit to be named Molly’s Summit Trail. It is recommended that local park management
discuss this with park staff and frequent park trail users for feedback before making such a
decision.
Ridge Trail - As the name implies, The Ridge Trail follows a ridge leading from the Lake Trail and
leading up to and joining the Molly’s Knob Trail. Due to steep grades and location in the middle of
the ridgeline, this trail is difficult to drain and therefore lacks any level of sustainability. Luckily,
this trail has the lowest use of any trail located within the park. Because of low use and lack of
sustainability, it is recommended that the current alignment be abandoned and restoration work
be performed to prevent future resource damage through continued erosion.
A suggested replacement would be a contour trail connecting the trailhead parking near the
cabins (Lake Trail) heading east and terminating at the Middle Ridge Trail. This proposed trail
could be named the Middle Mountain Trail and would parallel the Lake Loop but be situated
several hundred feet above. A suggested routing for such a proposed trail has been included in
this document in the form of a map; the actual alignment has not been marked on the ground.
Middle Ridge Trail - This trail spurs off of the Lake Loop Trail and joins the CCC Trail (near it’s
junction with the Molly’s Knob Trail). The general alignment is acceptable mainly due to durable
soils consisting of clay base and shale rock. It is likely that the current alignment would work with
the addition of many machine constructed rolling dips. This trail makes for a nice loop using the
CCC Trail for one leg and thus it currently receives moderate use. The only trail structures found
on this trail are in the form of rock retaining wall as it joins the Lake Trail. This structure is
reasonable condition, however some repair is needed to re-enforce the bank. This is a relatively
easy project using rock or wood timbers and this work could be performed with 1-2 staff working
with volunteers.
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This trail is not currently open to bike traffic (except during the Fall Fear bike race), however with
changes to this trail structure and increased drainage structures (rolling dips) this trail could
certainly accommodate light to moderate mountain bike use.
Raiders Run and Old Shawnee Trail - These two trails are currently the only trails west of
highway 16 running though the park. Combined, these trails form a small-stacked loop system
with Raiders Run forming the inner loop (.9mile) and Old Shawnee Trail forming the outer loop
(1mile). Both of these trails are old timber
extraction routes but are on generally
sustainable grades considering current use
patterns (light to moderate use, open to
hiking and biking). Several minor realignments have been flagged on the ground
and may be needed if use patterns
dramatically increase. There is the need for
machine work on both of these trails in the
form of adding knicks and rolling dips and
some locations for this suggested work has
been marked on the ground. A rustic fence
that was constructed of native material

Park management inspects a potential alignment and solution to
a problem area on Raiders Run Trail.

located on Raiders Run Trail had been removed in between site visits based on
recommendations that it was blocking water and increasing erosion potential. The largest
problem on these two trails is located near the parking area across from the restaurant where
Raiders Run crosses drainage with a significant amount of flow during heavy rainfalls. This has
resulted in accelerated erosion and the trail is located in the pathway of the water travel for
several 50-100 feet. A solution for dealing with this trail problem has been discussed with park
management.
Fisherman’s Run, Powder House and Lake Trail - These 3 trails combine to provide ¾ of a loop
around Hungry Mother Lake, the remaining ¼ comes in the form of road travel or connecting
paved sidewalk facilities. Though they have distinctive names and starting and stopping points
(parking area/trailheads), these trails can be very effectively described and managed as the same
trail. In fact, one consideration would be to change the name of all three trails and refer to them
collectively as the Lake Loop Trail. It is currently somewhat confusing for park visitors and a
solution for better understanding this loop option should be explored. One option would be to
refer to these segments as: West Lake Trail (currently Fisherman’s Run), South Lake Trail
(currently Powder House Trail) and East Lake Trail (currently Lake Trail). This would provide for
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an easier name solution and definitely implies that the trees are connected and can be used to
form a complete loop. Efforts could also be made to better sign a route through the picnic and
beach areas to form the complete loop naming this section the
North Lake Trail (one suggestion for naming this is the Heritage Trail but this would only seem to
add to current confusion of users).
These three trails represent a newer style of trail construction in HMSP. They are machine built
bench cut rolling contour trails and thus reflect modern sustainable trail practices. These could be
considered to be front country trails and the corridor and tread width reflect a wider trail to
accommodate increased traffic. Without question this loop is the highest used trail in the park
which is a reflection of easy access points, a desirable loop trail experience and trail use
motivations more in line with exercise and being on the trail and less in line with a specific trail
destination.
The alignment for all three of these trails is excellent. With good out-slope, durable soils and a
trail tread never exceeding ½ of the prevailing sideslope, water management is made easy and
there exists little sustainability concerns. Suggestions for improvement include the addition of a
few well-placed rolling dips on steeper
sections.
These trails should be used as a model (with
increased frequency of grade reversals) for
new trail development in the park. Width of
tread can vary from 3-5’ as needed based
on traffic patterns, but the construction
techniques in developing the “lake loop”
should be carried forward.
A fine example of a major bridge structure located on the Lake

Trail structures on this loop come in the form

Loop trail system. All bridges on this loop are in excellent

of numerous bridges and all are in excellent

condition.

shape. Structural integrity is quite adequate

for each location and the design and construction techniques fit the surrounding landscape well.
Each of these crossings does represent a significant bridge structure and yearly inspections are
recommended from a risk management perspective.
Surfaced sections of this loop do pose some issues/concerns due to poor construction
techniques. The fabric underneath provides for an impervious surface, which accelerates water
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run off, and this results in the loss of stone surfacing. Degradation and loss of stone surfacing has
happened fast in the last 6 months and these sections will need to be re-constructed.
Suggestions for improvement include:
•

Removing the exposed landscape
cloth

•

Using a base course of railroad
ballast stone (2”-4”) laid 2” to 4” thick
and compacted into the native soils

•

Top dressing of crusher run (ABC) 2”
to 4” thick and compacted leaving a
A section of surfaced trail that shows stone loss off of Geo-

crowned shape to shed water
•

Textile fabric.

On steeper sections of surfaced trail
(Fisherman’s Run by the spillway), construct rolling dips by adding successive layers of
material to build height for the tread crest
These suggestions were shared with park
management during site visits and some of
this work was begun in March resulting in
greatly improved tread conditions.

Piles of railroad ballast and crusher run await application to
needed sections of trail.

A section of trail that has been recently re-worked with improved
application of compacted crushed stone. Notice the crown
shape to effectively shed water.
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Additional Opportunities

for Trail Additions

Recent land acquisitions have added land base to the state park inventory. These new tracts offer
wonderful opportunity to increase the trail inventory and offer some trail experiences not currently
present at HMSP.
Specifically, the Clyburn Hollow tract offers interesting terrain and topography. This area would
support new trail development in the form of a few loops (possible stacked loop system) with a
total of 4-7 miles of new trail. Trailheads for this proposed network would leave from the old horse
barn and a second connection possible near the new Camp Burson Campground. Trailheads
near overnight lodging facilities is desirable in that it provides direct access to the trail system
without using motor vehicles for transport. This encourages a car free experience while staying at
the state park and also improves over all safety by reducing traffic.
This area has been explored and a proposed system map is enclosed in this plan. See Appendix
A and B.
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Guidelines for

New Trail Development

There are a number of guidelines or Best Management Practices (BMP) to consider when
planning, design and building new trails. The desired new trail should be rolling contour in nature
and be bench cut into the side-hill.
Additional guidelines include:
•

The ½ guideline. Trail grades should never exceed ½ of the prevailing side-slope in order
to shed water off trail with maximum frequency.

•

Trails should have an overall average grade of 10%. This should be very easy to attain
working with the landscape, as there are no significant elevations to gain or loose within
the proposed trail system. Using the 10% grade as a guideline allows for undulations in
the trail tread (grade reversals) while minimizing user impacts. Clay based soils found on
found in HMSP also contains a fair bit of shale stone, which provides for very durable trail
tread. As such grades can be less conservative (as compared with sandy soils) but using
the ½ and 10% average guidelines are always advised. Short segments of up to 20% are
allowable but the frequency of grade reversals should increase as trail slopes increase.

•

Out-slope of 5-8%. Out-slope is what allows for cross drainage carrying water from above
the trail landscape (or rain that falls directly on the trail from the sky) to below the trail.
Effective out-slope will add significant durability to the trail tread by keeping water moving
across the trail facility in sheet flow and never allowing water to focus.

•

Frequent grade reversals. Grade reversals are up and down undulations designed and
built into the trail to shed water. Should a trail lose its outslope over time, grade reversals
will shed water to the low side of the trail. In this way, grade reversals serve as trail
sustainability insurance.

•

Corridor clearing limits. Generally, the corridor should be opened (cut back) to one and
half or two times the width of the trail tread (6-8’). This will allow for better visibility to
reduce surprise encounters from other trail users and prevent constant trimming back as
vegetation grows. Frequent choke points are, however, recommended that are the exact
width of the trail tread. Choke points or gateways are defined as two landscape objects
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that the trail passes through. These help to control mountain bike speed on shared use
trails and provide for a more intimate trail experience. The trail ceiling height should
generally be 10’ but some vertical gateways of 8’ could be incorporated and provide for a
tunnel effect trail experience.
•

Tread width. Because of the expected high level of use and shared use nature of the
trails, a suggested tread width of 36”-48” is recommended. The width of each trail can
and should vary somewhat to give a more natural feel.

New trails can be machine cut or hand built following the above guidelines. One suggestion for
greater efficiency while maintaining “buy in” from the local trail community is to consider hybrid
contracting. Hybrid contracts generally utilize trail contractors for the design and skilled portions
(such as bench cutting with trail machines) of any job while using volunteer labor for aspects of
the job that require less skill such as corridor clearing or finish landscaping work.
In addition to the above sustainability guidelines, design emphasis of new trails should include
landscape features such as trail anchors and gateways to add interest to each new trail segment.
Trail anchors are defined as landscape objects located close to the trail tread that tend to focus
the attention of the trail user. The more the feature attracts and holds one attention, the stronger it
serves as an anchor.
Trail gateways are when 2 or more anchors form a passageway between the landscape objects.
Gateways create a sense of passage, suggesting that the trail is unfolding itself for further
exploration. Gateways are also important to serve as choke points or corral points that keep trail
users located where trail designers intended and to help control speed on multi or shared use
trails.
There has been some interest by park staff for a loop that could be used for hayrides and
interpretive loop rides using a utility vehicle and tow behind wagon. This could be accommodated
in the proposed Clyburn Hollow trails with a short outer loop being design and built to specs
allowing for such use. The only additional requirement beyond the above-recommended
guidelines would be increased width and possible surfacing with compacted crushed stone.
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Trail Solution Priorities
Answering the question “Where do we start?” is perhaps the most important aspect of any trail
plan. Developing trail system priorities can often be a difficult task in that there are limited
resources (staff time and money for professional contracted work) but no shortage of possible
trail improvement projects that are needed.
Additionally, there are a number of factors to be considered when performing trail project triage.
Some of the important factors include (but not limited to): natural resource impact concerns, trail
user safety issues (risk management), comparing trail use information and planning projects to
impact the highest number of trail users, enhancing the trail user experience thus improving
visitor satisfaction, reducing use conflict issues (if they exist), increasing trail system carrying
capacity though better management and development of new trail opportunities to meet
increased demand, etc.
A holistic approach is recommended and when one trail project can effectively address two or
more of the above listed considerations it should be ranked high in the priority matrix. Below is a
sample suggested timeline for trail improvement projects. Park management will need to review
this timeline and adjust it to something more realistic based on available resources. Park staff
may be able to complete some of these projects working with or without volunteers. Some of the
more difficult reconstruction and/or new trail construction projects might require professional help
to complete.
Immediate•

Clean bridges located on CCC trail and remove all organic material off bridge. Inspect
structural integrity of bridges looking for weakened bridge materials and rotting lumber.
Pay close attention to bridge stringers and deck boards. Replace any bridge members or
entire bridge if needed (risk management).

•

Continue work on Lake Loop trails re-constructing surfaced sections of trail (resource
impact, risk management and enhancing the user experience).
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Fall 2006•

Install fencing to prevent switchback cutting and perform needed restoration work on
Molly’s Knob Trail (resource impact).

•

Work on eroded section of Raiders Run Trail (near parking area across from restaurant)
as per recommendations discussed with park management during site visit (resource
impact and risk management).

•

Other machine maintenance as time allows to Raiders Run and Old Shawnee. These
trails will serve as good machine training for park staff learning how to improve drainage
by constructing knicks and rolling dips to current tread.

Winter 2006•

Conduct site survey and design observation platform for “Inspiration Point” on the Molly’s
Knob Trail. Continue machine maintenance to trails as time and weather allows.

Spring 2007•

Build observation platform on Molly’s Knob Trail. Design and build needed steps leading
up ridge above proposed observation deck. Construct flagged re-locations on Molly’s
Knob Trail. Perform machine maintenance working down ridge toward steps and viewing
platform. Plan a National Trails Day (first weekend in June) celebration to showcase
Molly’s Knob improvements.

Summer/Fall 2007•

Work on CCC Trail including machine maintenance and needed short relocation.

•

Work on Middle Ridge Trail to improve sustainability. With improvements to CCC and
Middle Ridge Trail complete, consider opening these two trails to mountain bike use.

Short Term (Years 2-3)•

Planning and design for Middle Mountain Trail. Once design is completed, begin
construction phase for this new trail. Close out old Ridge Trail and perform full restoration
work when the new Middle Mountain Trail is complete and open to the public. This
proposed new trail should be open to hiking and mountain biking.
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Long Term (Years 4-5)•

Planning, design and construction of proposed stacked loop system on Clyburn Hollow
tract.

Longer Term (Years 6-10)•

Work with USFS to plan and design connections from Hungry Mother State Park with
surrounding USFS lands.
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Appendix A

Molly’s Knob Area - Conceptual trail system on the eastside of
Hungry Mother State Park.
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Appendix B

Clyburn Hollow Area - Conceptual trail system on the westside of
Hungry Mother State Park.
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